CHILDREN'S "DEN" WITH POP-UP VIEWING BUBBLE. ACCESSED BY CRAWL-THROUGH TUNNEL.

OCELOT HABITAT #2
OCELOT HOLDING #2
WATERFALL AND STREAM
KEEPER SERVICE TRAIL
EXISTING TREE WITH LIMB INTEGRATED INTO HABITAT SPACE
SEATING NODE W/ BENCHES VISIBLE TO ALL EDGES OF EXHIBIT
KID'S TREE CANOPY FOREST BLIND/RESEARCH OVERLOOK. CLIMBING FEATURE AND ARBOREAL VIEWING OPPORTUNITY.
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VIEWING AREA INCLUDING SAND TABLE FOR "TRACKING" ACTIVITY
NEW PATH WITH THEMED PAVING INCLUDING OCELOT TRACKS
DENSE NEOTROPICAL LANDSCAPE TO PROMOTE SHADE AND NOISE BUFFERING
CREATE CONSTRAINED THRESHOLD - SENSE OF COMPRESSION TO AMPLIFY LANDSCAPE IMMERSION
COLORS OF THE AMAZON AVIARY
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OCELOT HABITAT CONCEPT PLAN

Seattle Office
The Maritime Building
911 Western Avenue
Suite 575
Seattle WA 98104
206 859 6485
www.elm-plan.com/zoos